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Letter
e- Lab—the Electricity Innovation Lab—is
something new. Since its inception in June 2012,
it has earned recognition and engagement from
dozens of key organizations that are shaping
the evolution of the U.S. electricity system.
Together, we—e- Lab’s participants, supporters,
and organizers—are helping to change the
rules of the game for how distributed resources
such as solar power and energy efficiency are
developed and integrated into the electricity
grid. These changes are critical steps towards
a more resilient, affordable, secure, and
sustainable electricity system.
e- Lab provides a platform for diverse
organizations to learn and work together in ways
that overcome institutional gridlock and allow
practical innovation. Already, our projects have
helped to catalyze actions by key organizations
with far-reaching impacts. e- Lab innovation
workshops with the City of Fort Collins (Colo.)

and the U.S. Navy have taken on some of the
most challenging problems facing the industry:
the future of the electric utility business model
and the valuation and optimization of microgrids.
These projects have delivered innovative
solutions and next-stage ideas that no single
institution could have conceived alone.
e- Lab projects are gaining momentum and
seeding new opportunities for leveraged impact
in other organizations and jurisdictions. Together
we are addressing some of the most important
needs in the industry. An overwhelming majority
of participants indicate confidence that e- Lab
can make progress on real-world challenges
facing our electricity future.

acknowledged the unique role that e- Lab is
playing by creating a safe zone for dialogue,
collaboration, and innovation on issues that
are potentially divisive and prone to conflict
in regulatory and political environments. In
just twelve months we’ve made an important
start on this work, but there is much more yet
to come as we further strengthen and extend
e- Lab’s capabilities and engagement.
As an e- Lab participant or supporter, you are a
critical part of this journey, and we are honored
to have you on the team.
James Newcomb
Program Director, Rocky Mountain Institute

-

Although e Lab is still young, a wider industry
audience’s desire for e- Lab research products
and project insights is increasing rapidly. Key
industry leaders, analysts, and advocates have

Lena Hansen
Principal, Rocky Mountain Institute
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Why
Why is e-Lab needed?

Strong forces are driving transformative change
in the U.S. electricity sector, creating the
promise of a more resilient, affordable, secure,
and sustainable future. Realizing this promise,
however, will require engagement and innovation
across traditional institutional boundaries to
develop new solutions—pricing, business, and
regulatory models, customer engagement and
participation strategies, and more. Successful
solutions must address not only the technical, but
also the social and creative complexity facing the
electricity system.
e- Lab focuses on the distribution edge: the
portfolio of energy resources located close to the
customer, including rooftop solar photovoltaics
(PV), electric vehicles, energy efficiency and
demand response. This is where the fundamental
forces changing the energy sector have their

greatest impact, leading to both significant
opportunity and significant conflict.
These changes now unfolding will require an
unprecedented degree of coordination and
collaboration among stakeholders whose
interests intersect—and sometimes conflict—
at the distribution edge. The issues are both
technical and economic, and they pose deep
challenges to existing paradigms of grid
operation, regulation, and electricity pricing.

Adversarial and antagonistic
positioning on key issues can
delay needed changes by
decades.

Our Imperative: Vision for the Electricity System
Excerpted from e- Lab’s Shared Vision Statement, developed by e- Lab participants
•

Strong forces are aligning to drive transformative change in the U.S. electricity sector.
These forces include the growing need for reinvestment in electricity infrastructure,
climate change and other environmental concerns, and the rapid development of new
business solutions to leverage the changing cost of technologies that produce, deliver,
and use electricity.

•

The varied interests of e- Lab agree: There is significant opportunity to integrate diverse
technologies and approaches at the distribution edge of the grid and thereby realize
a more resilient, affordable, secure, and sustainable electricity system that serves the
public interest and creates greater value for all stakeholders.

•

There are also significant challenges, as efforts to bring change will be met by
opposition. We believe the key characteristics of a future electric system are transparent
costs, as well as policies and regulations for demand- and supply-side solutions that
allow for innovation, competition, experimentation, and adaptation that continuously
improve the performance of the electricity system.
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WHat

What Makes e-Lab Different?

e- Lab is a multi-year, multi-stakeholder forum to
support practical engagement and innovation
across traditional institutional boundaries. Such
an approach is crucial to overcome barriers to
economic deployment of distributed resources
in the U.S. electricity sector. e- Lab participants
convene for rapid mutual learning and engage in
on-the-ground projects that address the biggest
challenges facing the sector: its new business,
pricing, and regulatory models; grid security; and
grid integration. In this context, e- Lab works to
answer three key questions:

1. How can we understand and effectively
communicate the costs and benefits of
distributed resources as part of the electricity
system and create greater grid flexibility?

Lab uses innovative “change lab” processes and tools—adapted from proven efforts to solve complex
e-Lab’s eAPPROACH
-

problems in other sectors such as food supply—that recognize that making lasting change requires

e-Lab’s approach is rooted in the belief that making lasting change requires addressing several
of complexity that are often overlooked.
types ofaddressing
complexity thatseveral
are often types
overlooked:

2. How can we harmonize regulatory
frameworks, pricing structures, and business
models of utilities and distributed resource
developers for greatest benefit to customers
and society as a whole?
3. How can we accelerate the pace of economic
distributed resource adoption?

TYPE OF
COMPLEXITY

DEALING WITH
LOW COMPLEXITY

DEALING WITH
HIGH COMPLEXITY

PROCESS
REQUIREMENT

DYNAMIC

PIECE BY PIECE

SYSTEM AS A WHOLE

SYSTEMIC

SOCIAL

EXPERTS & AUTHORITIES

STAKEHOLDERS

PARTICIPATIVE

GENERATIVE

BEST PRACTICE

EMERGING PRACTICE

CREATIVE

e-Lab IS:

Systemic:
Creative:
SYSTEMIC
PARTICIPATIVE
CREATIVE
e-Lab provides
a “whole system”
view ofsystem”
the
engage with
e-Lab supports
participation in practical
e- Lab provides
a “whole
view ofe-Lab
theoffers an oppertunity
e- Lab tosupports
participation
in practical
electricity sector and provides oppertunities to see
diverse stakeholders in a non-adversarial
innovation projects by giving participants
electricity sector and provides opportunities
innovation projects by giving
participants
and understand dynamics, trends, and oppertunities
dialogue about the barriers and oppertunities
space and tools to develop new solutions
to see
understand
andthe electricityspace
new solutions
andapplying
often hidden
to and
one industry
segment dynamics,
or another trends,
facing
sector and tools to develop
and avenues
for testing and
opportunities often hidden to one industry
segment or another.

avenues for testing and applying them.

Participative:
e- Lab offers an opportunity to engage with
diverse stakeholders in a non-adversarial
dialogue about the barriers and opportunities
facing the electricity sector.
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Who
Who is involved?
e-Lab Advisory Group

e-Lab Participants

A distinguished advisory group composed of experts and thought leaders from a wide range of
perspectives provides ongoing advice on e- Lab’s focus, structure, and evolution.

e- Lab’s participants are thought leaders and decision makers from across the electricity sector,
creating a microcosm of leading utilities, regulators, large customers, distributed renewable and
technology companies, and NGOs. Uniquely, we bring together incumbents and insurgents in a safe
place where they can seek mutually advantageous solutions.

•

Ake Almgren, President, Orkas, Inc.

•

•

Doug Arent, Executive Director, Joint
Institute for Strategic Energy Analysis, NREL

Stephan Dolezalek, Managing Partner,
Vantage Point Capital

•

Ron Binz, Former Chairman, Colorado Public
Utilities Commission

Claude Genereaux, Director & Leader,
Electric Power Practice, McKinsey & Co.

•

Amory Lovins, Chief Scientist & Chairman
Emeritus, RMI

•
•

Ralph Cavanagh, Senior Attorney, NRDC

•

Richard Cowart, Principal, Regulatory
Assistance Project

•

John Rowe, Former Chairman & CEO,
Exelon

•

Tom Dinwoodie, Cofounder & Former CTO,
SunPower Systems

•

Audrey Zibelman, Former CEO, Viridity
Energy

e-Lab Core Team
e- Lab is convened by Rocky Mountain Institute, an independent, nonprofit think-and-do tank whose
mission is to drive the efficient and restorative use of resources. It is supported by Reos Partners, a
social innovation consultancy that addresses complex, high-stakes challenges around the world.
•

James Newcomb, Program Director

•

Lena Hansen, Principal

•

Virginia Lacy, Senior Consultant

•

Jon Creyts, Program Director

•

Ned Harvey, Chief Operating Officer

•

Rebecca Cole, Communications Director

•

Emily Loose, Business Development Assistant

•

Jodi Hubble, Director of Foundation and Corporate Relations

•

Joe McCarron, Partner, Reos Partners

•

Adam Kahane, Partner, Reos Partners
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Results
Results after one year

In its first year, e- Lab made significant strides towards building the capacity of change agents in the
electricity sector, fostering the development of new ideas and solutions, and engaging directly with
leaders to test and implement new ideas that can ultimately scale broadly throughout the industry.

Capturing value at the
distribution edge
Historically, electricity sector regulations,
policies, and utility retail pricing have assumed
centralized power generation and transmission.
But with accelerating adoption of distributed
energy resources, it is time for a new approach
to our electricity system. To do that, we need a
clear understanding of the benefits and costs
that distributed energy resources can provide,
otherwise those resources won’t be able to
realize their full potential.
That’s why e- Lab conducted an assessment
of key studies from around the U.S. to define
the benefits and costs of distributed energy
resources(rmi.org/elab_emPower).
The assessment creates a reference point
for industry stakeholders to use in regulatory
analysis, pricing, and policymaking. e- Lab
followed up that assessment with the report
New Business Models for the Distribution Edge
(rmi.org/New_Business_Models), which explored
and analyzed new regulatory approaches,
pricing structures, and business models to
harmonize incentives of electricity providers,
customers, and distributed resource developers
and providers.

Constructing revolutionary
solutions where the rubber
meets the road
In addition to understanding problems and
creating solutions, e- Lab works to evolve, flesh
out, and ultimately implement those solutions
with partners. In our first year, we collaborated
with Fort Collins Utilities and with the U.S.
Navy to tackle some of the industry’s toughest
problems.
Fort Collins Utilities:
The City of Fort Collins, Colo.; its municipal utility,
Fort Collins Utilities; and other stakeholders
will create a net-zero energy district and
dramatically reduce carbon emissions. e- Lab
engaged community stakeholders and national
experts to develop approaches to dramatically
accelerating the deployment of energy efficiency
and renewable generation. An innovation
workshop identified action steps to achieve
these accelerated goals, including specific
ideas for tariff design, financing, and community
engagement, currently being fleshed out.

and planes. As an early adopter of microgrids,
the Navy’s work in this area will validate the
technology and pave the way for commercial
scaling of the technology throughout the
industry. Such scaling is important, thanks
to microgrids’ resiliency against cascading
blackouts and their natural compatibility
with renewable generation and distributed
energy resources. To support and accelerate

BUILDING THE ELECTRICITY
SYSTEM OF THE FUTURE:
FORT COLLINS & FORTZED

Navy progress on this key technology, e- Lab
convened leaders from the Navy and a diverse
expert group. The team developed a design and
evaluation approach to compare and develop
microgrid designs and characterized the ability
of microgrids to not only bolster security, but to
participate in electricity markets to improve the
technology’s economics.

capturing the Value oF Micro-griDs:
naVal Facilities engineering
coMManD (naVFac) southwest
a suMMary report highlighting the FinDings FroM a two-Day
workshop on DeVeloping MicrogriDs

A SUMMARY REPORT HIGHLIGHTING THE FINDINGS FROM A TWO-DAY
CHARRETTE ON THE FUTURE OF THE FORT COLLINS ELECTRICITY SYSTEM
For questions about this report or the workshop,
please contact eric Maurer.
eric Maurer
rocky Mountain institute
eMaurer@rMi.org
303-245-1003

For questions about naVFac, please contact katy bigner.
katy bigner
Fort collins utilities
kbigner@FcgoV.coM

U.S. Navy:
Microgrids offer the Navy a way to substantially
bolster energy security on its bases to support
combat readiness and the deployment of ships
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interactive website, http://elablandscape.rmi.org

Driving the conversation

•

-

e Lab’s success depends on more than
developing new ideas and testing and
implementing them with participating
organizations. Success also requires
spreading e- Lab’s insights to scale its
impact. A combination of published reports,
online content, industry and popular media
traction, and direct industry and stakeholder
engagement is driving the conversation about
electricity system transformation, strengthening
e- Lab’s influence, and laying the ground work for
scaling its impact.
•

6 blog posts, 7 videos, and 3 Google
Hangouts with nearly 20,000 unique views

•

An interactive website, to explore the
projects—both within and outside of e- Lab—
that are tackling issues at the heart of
e- Lab’s focus, http://elablandscape.rmi.org

•

•

Four reports:
•

A Review of Solar PV Benefit and Cost
Studies (rmi.org/elab_emPower)

•

New Business Models for the Distribution
Edge (rmi.org/New_Business_Models)

•

Innovation Beacon projects (rmi.org/
elab_Innovation_Beacon)
•

Building the Electricity System of
the Future: Fort Collins & Fort ZED

•

Capturing the Value of Microgrids:
Naval Facilities Engineering
Command (NAVFAC) Southwest

Invitations for presentations to diverse
institutions including the National
Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners, San Diego Gas & Electric,
VoteSolar, and the State of Minnesota

RMI blog site, http://blog.rmi.org/

Articles citing e- Lab’s work and projects in
Scientific American, Grist, Intelligent Utility,
Greentech Media, CleanTechnica, and other
industry and trade press channels

e-Lab Participant Survey Results from 2012–13 Meetings
e- Lab’s Core Team conducts participant surveys at each e- Lab meeting to ensure continuous
learning and improvement. At the end of e- Lab’s first year, 93 percent of e- Lab participants
surveyed either “agree” or “strongly agree” that e- Lab’s collaborative projects are addressing
key unmet needs in the electricity industry. Fifty-two percent said that their participation in e- Lab
has already yielded positive outcomes for their organization, and another 33 percent said “not
yet, but there will be soon.” An overwhelming majority of participants indicate confidence that
e- Lab “can make progress on real world challenges facing our electricity future.”
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Finances

e-Lab Sources and Uses of Funds, FY 2013

Funding for e- Lab comes from a combination of generous financial support from donors and annual
fees paid by participating organizations. All participating organizations contribute to e- Lab through
some combination of financial and/or in-kind contributions of time and resources.

We invite your questions, ideas, and support to help us make this transformation a reality. Learn more
about e- Lab at electricityinnovationlab.org. To learn more about making a financial contribution to
e- Lab, please contact Jodi Hubble at jhubble@rmi.org or 303-567-8587.

e-Lab Sources and Uses of Funds, FY 2013

Thank you to the following generous supporters who helped
make the work of e-Lab possible in fiscal year 2013:

Expenses

Revenues

$

Project Work
57%

Communications

2%

Convening
28%

13%

Design &
Management

$
individual
Donations
57%

Total Funding FY 2013: $1.4 million

Participant
Fees
29%

FOUNDATION
Donations
21%

Tara Aders
Thomas Asprey
Argosy Foundation
Ayrshire Foundation
Elijah Baldwin
Kevin and Maurya Brenneman
Rob Brown
Carolyn Foundation
April Christensen
Derek Cowburn
Lumina Greenway
Kathy Guest
D. Hanson
Robert Hawes
Valerie Kao
Erika Leaf and
Christopher Meeker
Karin Link
Gregory A. Fowler and
Julie B. Lovins
Erik Ricardo Maguina

Langdon Marsh
Mac and Leslie McQuown
Mardelle Moreno-Wilbur
James P. Muldoon
Reuben and Melinda Munger
Cheryl Neuenkirk
The Oregon Community
Foundation
Martin Panelo
David Phillips
RMI’s National Solutions Council
Rockefeller Family & Associates
Schmidt Family Foundation
Thomas Stanton
The Flora L. Thornton
Foundation
Steven Weld
Seth and Terry Wilson
Anonymous (4)
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Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) is an independent, entrepreneurial,
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Rocky Mountain Institute’s mission is
to drive the efficient and restorative use of resources.
Our vision is a world thriving, verdant, and secure, for all, for ever.

twitter: @rockymtninst
facebook: facebook.com/rockymtninst
Boulder Office: 1820 Folsom Street | Boulder | CO 80302
Snowmass Office: 2317 Snowmass Creek Road | Snowmass | CO 81654
303.245.1003 | RMI.org | ElectricityInnovationLab.org

RMI publishes its printed materials on recycled paper with soy inks.
When possible, we use digital media to reduce our impact.

